IDEA Alumni Testimonials
Didier Dietschi, D.M.D., Ph.D.

Advanced Direct Bonding in the Smile Frame: Innovative Protocols to Achieve Perfect Esthetics, Improve Treatment Simplicity, Reliability and Longevity

"I have been to many composite courses, and they were complicated and made the technique difficult. Dr. Dietschi simplified it all and was personable and made it simple!"
Dimple Desai, General Practitioner, Newport Beach, CA

"I was very impressed with the quality of the hands on and lecture content of the course and facility. The material learnt was immediately applicable to me and my practice upon learning. Excellent job Didier and Bob."
Rashmi Patel, General Practitioner, Torrington, CT

"This is one of the best courses I have been to. Didier is an exceptional speaker and the knowledge and enthusiasm he brings to his course is contagious! I am looking forward to going to the clinic on Monday morning and practicing the skills I have learnt here today. I would recommend Didier and IDEA to anyone who wants to do exceptional dentistry EVERYDAY in a predictable manner."
Anu Shrestha, General Practitioner, London, United Kingdom

"Right from the beginning, IDEA had a very different feel to it, personalized and individual care. You can tell that they care about advancing the skills of their participants and even though they are brilliant clinicians, there is no ego involved in sharing their expertise...."
Melissa Lowry, General Practitioner, Lethbridge, AB, Canada

"Dr. Dietschi is such an effective teacher of composite techniques. I feel my frustration and fear of doing complex composite rehabilitations has been dispelled. He has pruned away the unnecessary complexity I was taught. I am looking forward to the art part of dentistry now."
Hao Rong, General Practitioner, San Jose, CA

"Incredible Course! Dr. Dietschi's course has totally made me rethink how to treat my dental patients needing comprehensive dental treatment! Thank you for expanding my mind and opening my eyes!"
Winston Wing, General Practitioner, Peace River, AB, Canada

“The courses at IDEA always inspire me to be a better dentist. A thinking dentist! A dentist that delivers high quality minimal invasive treatments and inspire others to do the same. Thank you, IDEA, for expanding my professional life.”
Regitze Praestegaard, General Practitioner, Esbjerg, Denmark
"This is one of the best CE courses because: great speaker, well designed course, small class size, great facility. Staff great, excellent food/hotel, good friends. Can't wait to come back for my next course (next month)"
Thuan-Anh Nguyen, General Practitioner, Wheaton, MD

"My experience at IDEA with Dr. Dietschi was a truly an enriching one, both professionally and personally. It is not often enough that we have the opportunity to learn and interact with those colleagues who have chosen to elevate our Dental Profession to its highest level.
Dr. Robert Lamb and his team at IDEA embody that same elevation of the Continuing Dental Education experience to its highest level. In the description of his organization’s dedication to excellence, Wynton Marsalis (Artistic Director: Jazz at Lincoln Center) said, “We choose to live under the banner of quality and not mediocrity”.
Everything about IDEA’s Mission and its performance speak to that theme, not only for our work, but for how we choose to live every day! THANK YOU to Bob Lamb and the whole IDEA Team, ...keep on!!"
Louis C. Franzetti, Periodontist, Brooklyn, NY

"This is my first time taking such course, and it was a last-minute decision... The whole process has more than exceeded my expectations. I felt welcomed, with an amazing crowd that has behaved like a family. The quality of the course, facility, speaker/instructor has been top notch. I'm grateful & privileged to be here... will definitely be back."
Grisel Acevedo Rivera, General Practitioner, Webster, Texas

“Very comprehensive course, both in education and accommodations. Thanks for a fantastic first-class experience. Very honored to learn from Dr. Dietschi"
Jared Simpson, General Practitioner, Bakersfield, CA

"An amazing, applicable, and memorable course from a leader in the industry, that I would highly recommend to anyone striving excellence"
Anthony Deza, General Practitioner, Moreno Valley, CA

"Dr. Dietschi is a great teacher whose material was very well laid out and presented. During the lab portion, he was always willing to help and encourage you to do better by showing you exactly how he performed his magic. To top it all off, he is an amazing clinician, and his work is unbelievable."
Bas Wafelbakker, Orthodontist, Morgan Hill, CA